
 

Dear MBUA leaders, 

       I want to take a minute to update you on the progress we have made regarding our change 

over to NFHS rules for the 2020 high school season,and our upcoming plans. 

       Last fall,the Baseball Committee created a Baseball Rules sub-committee to study and 

recommend changes,and a course of action,for a role-out of the change-over to NFHS rules. The Rules 

Committee consisted of a collection of AD's, coaches and umpires from the MBUA. The sub-committee 

met monthly beginning in December,to discuss the NFHS rules as well as the myriad of MIAA rules 

modifications and tournament rules that we have become accustomed to playing by. 

       In the end, the sub-committee recommended to utilize the NFHS rule book in its entirety and to 

eliminate the many “special MIAA” rules and most tournament modifications with few,if any,exceptions. 

       The recommendations of the sub-committee were approved by the Baseball Committee and 

the MIAA Board of Governors at their May meetings. 

       I am also pleased to inform you, the MIAA has agreed to facilitate a first year discount for NFHS 

Rule Books and Case Study Books (if your board elects,these are rule interpretation books) from the 

NFHS . As a board, you will be able to order the books through the MIAA for $6 each,as opposed to the 

$10 fee charged to order through NFHS. In the coming weeks look forward to an email from the MIAA to 

your board leadership regarding ordering and shipping / billing instructions. 

       Finally, we are planning a meeting for MBUA board leaders on September 18th at MIAA 

headquarters in Franklin,from 7-9pm,to preview the rules presentation outlining the many differences 

we will need to understand. Our hope will be to also host several regional meetings throughout the 

state in late November,or early December,for your individual members to attend and see the 

presentation prior to turning education over to your individual trainers. More on the exact schedule to 

come in early fall. 

       That’s it for now! 

 

                 Best wishes, 

                    Mike Rabideau,MBUA President 


